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Over the last two decades China has firmly put itself on the map as a country in
which to invest, to date mainly for Manufacturing and Consumer Products, Going
forward a more knowledge based economy is taking shape and China’s fast economic
growth looks set to continue, China promises a vibrant and exciting market fuelled by
accession to the WTO, sustained global economic interest and the Chinese
government’s plan to continue a steady and more balanced growth. The region
presents many opportunities for foreign companies to achieve substantial
international expansion.

Together with our China Desk and Key Will Group Member firms in the Greater China
Region, we provide a comprehensive range of services to assist you through your
planning and implementation stages to ensure that any operations issues in China

are anticipated and addressed.
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KEY WILL GROUP’S CHINA DESK
HAS SUBSTANTIAL COMMERCIAL KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE IN ESTABLISHING,
STRUCTURING, AND OPERATING A BUSINESS IN CHINA.
We provide the strategic, operational, accounting and technical guidance necessary
to ensure the successful design and implementation of your China Strategy by:
Working with you to ensure your strategic plan reflects the view of the business
as a whole
Sharing information experiences and knowledge about the China market place
Tailoring our advisory, planning and compliance services to your needs
Adopting a flexible approach to working alongside you in getting your business
operation up and running in China
Serving your ongoing business requirements by working seamlessly with our
teams in any countries and China.

KEY WILL GROUP’s CHINA DESK
CONTACT US
For further information or advice on how we can help you, please contact:
KEY WILL GROUP’S CHINA DESK (“China Desk”)

Registered office: 35 Floor, Panglin Plaza, 2002 Jiabin Road, Shenzhen 518001,
China
Telephone number: 86 (755) 2238 5383
Fax number: 86 (755) 2238 5101
Email address: chinadesk@keywillgroup.com
Committee of China Desk
Mr. Tan Hua Hui
CEO Greater China Region
tanhuahui.cn@keywillgroup.com
+852 9516 4233
Ms. Helen Tsang
Secretary
helen.tsang.cn@keywillgroup.com
+852 9839 1763

www.keywillgroup.com

This publication has been carefully prepared, but it has been written in general terms and should be seen as broad guidance only. This publication cannot be relied
upon to cover specific situations and you should not act, or retain from acting upon the information contained therein without obtaining specific professional advice.

KEY WILL GROUP is the brand name of the KEY WILL GROUP network and for each of the KEY WILL
GROUP Member Firms or Cooperative Party under licensed agreement. KEY WILL GROUP’s China
Desk is independent operation within the global Key Will Group network of cooperative party.

